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To The Last Whale
Crosby, Stills & Nash

#----------------------------------PLEASE NOTE---------------------------------#
#This file is the author s own work and represents their interpretation of the #
#song. You may only use this file for private study, scholarship, or research. #
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#
                     To The Last Whale    (Graham Nash)

     D#m        B    D#m    B    D#m    G#    C#    B    D#m

                B                 D#m            B                D#m
     Over the years you have been hunted by the men who threw harpoons

                 B               D#m               G#       C#   B  D#m
     And in the long run we will kill you just to feed the pets we raise

              G#     C#  B   D#m                G#      C#   B   D#m
     Put the flowers in your vase and make the lipstick for your face

     B    D#m    B    D#m    G#    C#    B    D#m

                B                D#m              B               D#m
     Over the years you swam the ocean following feelings of your own

                  B                D#m            G#      C#  B  D#m
     Now you are washed up on the shoreline I can see your body  lie

             G#        C#  B  D#m             G#    C#  B  D#m
     It s a shame you have to die to put the shadow on our eye

                      B
     Maybe we ll go, maybe we ll disappear

          D#m                           B
     It s not that we don t know, it s just that we don t want to care

     D#m                B              D#m                 B       D#m
     Under the bridges, over the foam, wind on the water, carry me home

     B    D#m    B    D#m    G#    C#    B    D#m

     G#    C#    B    D#m    G#    C#    B    D#m

                B                D#m              B               D#m
     Over the years you swam the ocean following feelings of your own

                  B                D#m            G#      C#  B  D#m
     Now you are washed up on the shoreline I can see your body  lie



             G#        C#  B  D#m             G#    C#  B  D#m
     It s a shame you have to die to put the shadow on our eye

     D#m                B              D#m                 B       D#(add F)
     Under the bridges, over the foam, wind on the water, carry me home
=============================================================================
------                 Play G#  at 4th fret
||||||                 Play C#  at 4th fret
oo--oo  6th fret       Play B   at 7th fret
||||||                 Play D#m at 6th fret
||oo||
D#(add F)

-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- Put your problems out with the cat -=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

Written by:         Mick Anderson     micka@jolt.mpx.com.au

-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- Must be lamb today cause beef was last week =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-


